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1. Learn how to integrate new functions in a specific area as part of a
wider regeneration of functional and morphological features that
make up the existing character and appearance of the area.
2. Demonstrate an understanding of the overall city growth and make
conceptual proposals for alternative growth strategies. Expected to
think ahead into the future and to make assumptions concerning
socio-cultural and political change, based on understanding of the
current trends: e.g. what is the future work environment going to be
like? How will shopping trends evolve? etc.
3. Describe and design the evolution of proposal over time, identifying
key phases of development, starting from existing conditions.
4. Emphasize on the overriding importance of sustainability while taking
into consideration all three aspects of sustainability (economic, social
and environmental, the so-called “triple bottom line”)
5. List the general Cypriot Urban Planning system and learn basic
policies and regulations of the Local Plans
6. Learn how the economy works, and how the real estate market (with
its particular laws and quirks) falls within it.

APX421

Co-requisites:

None

None

Sustainable urban planning continues as the basic core topic of the
third urbanism course. It examines how planning practice in Cyprus
and the European Union affects the environmental capacity and
quality of cities or buildings. Planning policy and spatial planning
regulation could be understood and evaluated through the study of
open spaces and building’s architectural character, use and
performance. The course intends to build a link between planning
and architectural practice. Issues of sustainable urban mobility, as
well as urban and land economics are included as an additional

course content. The associated project aims teaching students to
argue critically on planning practice and experiment on feasibility,
social acceptance and environmental quality of interventions in the
built environment.
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Studio design - taught part by means of lectures, conducted by electronic
presentations.





Class participation
10%
Final assignment
60%
Written examination 30%

Greek
English offered for Erasmus Students
None

